Newsletter
No 13 – spring 2022
From the president Alice van Bekkum

In this newsletter we report on the activities of Faces To Graves in the period
since January 1, 2022.
At the time of writing this newsletter Covid-19 seems far away, and we can
breathe a sigh of relief. Commemorations are being held again and that feels as
usual.
With mixed feelings because of the war in Ukraine, which results in so many
victims nearby, while we assumed that this belonged to the past.
Several soldiers with Ukrainian roots lie buried in Groesbeek. Like Corporal
George Strank who died during the liberation of Kalkar on February 27, 1945.
A newspaper clipping of the Ukrainian community in Canada about this family, of
which no fewer than 8 sons served in the army, was translated by family of the
researcher who wrote the life story, see:
https://www.facestograves.nl/LifeStories/STRANK%20George-LHN-bio-EN.pdf
~~~~~~

Nevertheless, we will continue to pay tribute to the young soldiers, whose lives
were abruptly cut short during the liberation of our country. In the touching
words of family members, it becomes clear again and again that the grief of the
home front still lingers on. That is why we continue to tell the stories of these
soldiers, keeping their memories alive so that they will not be forgotten.
There are now about 550 life stories in two languages in our Digital Monument
on the website, and new life stories are added every week.
~~~~~
In the weekend that the previous newsletter was published, we reached 1000
likes on our Facebook page. It is lovely that more and more people know where
to find us.
~~~~~~
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In late 2021, we were approached by Jim Little of Turner Valley, Alberta, who
offered to write the life story of Corporal Charles Roger Little. Not related
himself, but Jim has contact with a niece. We send him the Format that the
Research Team uses and soon a very complete life story comes in. And then
there is another 'Little' in Groesbeek, and that is Lieutenant Kenneth Wayne
Little of the South Alberta Regiment, his life is also recorded by Jim. And before
we know, Jim Little has joined the Research Team and has already compiled
many life stories from the South Alberta Regiment and then the Royal Winnipeg
Rifles.
Jim introduces himself: “My name is Jim Little, a mostly retired transportation
business manager living near Turner Valley, Alberta in Canada. I do not have a
military background nor did my father serve. However, his father (the
grandfather I never knew) along with some great uncles served with the
Canadian Expeditionary Force in World War One, and after my father passed
away in 2016, I became interested in learning more about their history.
My wife Tammy and I participated in a Canadian War History tour in Belgium and
France in 2018, following the footsteps of my grandfather and his brother, the
latter who was killed in action at Passchendaele. The following year I finished
researching, writing and self publishing a biographical book on my grandfather
and his family.
Two years later, I read an article by Sharon Adams in the November issue of
Legion Magazine about the Faces To Graves (FTG) organization. I checked out
the FTG website and found a fallen soldier with whom I shared the surname Little
(no relation), who had no ‘face’ plus an
untold story. A quick search revealed
some information on Charles Roger
Little of the Essex Scottish Regiment
plus I was able to connect with his
niece for some of his family history and
photographs. I contacted FTG, and
Alice van Bekkum encouraged me to
pursue further research and the writing
of his biography and I've averaged
about one life story a week since last
November.
Jim Little at Lieutenant Kenneth and Gunner Walter Little’s cenotaph
Highwood Cemetery December 1, 2021

My personal goal is to have 78 total biographies completed by May 2023, one for
each year since the Netherlands was liberated. Tammy and I travelled through
Amsterdam during our 2018 trip to Europe, and we hope to return next year to
attend the FTG event at Groesbeek Cemetery plus take another war history tour
while in the Njimegen area.
What is my motivation to volunteer as a research team member with FTG. I
believe every fallen soldier deserves to have their story told and be remembered.
I feel drawn to this mission and enjoy learning about each and every soldier,
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especially when I am able to make a connection with a family member. Most
memorable was a wonderful telephone conversation with the elderly son of a
fallen soldier from the South Alberta Regiment (SAR). The saddest biography was
on another SAR soldier buried at Groesbeek whose brother also fell in France.
They were the only two children to a couple who lived near High River, Alberta,
and never married or had children. There is no one to remember them, so it falls
upon us to keep their memories alive.”
~~~~~

Bruce Morton from New Brunswick is also active again
for Faces To Graves. He previously shared some 16
life stories with us, but was then busy writing a book;
now he has contacted again that he wants to help us.

Bruce Morton, from Barrie, ON, Canada, writes brief biographies of North Shore
(NB) Regiment soldiers that fought in World War II. These biographies have been
written for the Juno Beach Centre, Canadian Encyclopedia, Miramichi, NB, School
Board, the Groesbeek Canadian War Cemetery, Holten Canadian War Cemetery,
the North Shore (New Brunswick) Regiment, and other organizations. He is the
host of the North Shore New Brunswick Regiment Research Facebook page and
the biographies can be found on numerous other historical websites and
Facebook pages. Copies have also been placed with the Provincial Archives of
New Brunswick.
In 2022 Bruce published One Hundred Years, A Brief History of the North Shore
(New Brunswick) Regiment, and the French equivalent Cent Ans. The book
covers the evolution of the regiment from the late 1700s up to the its 100th
anniversary in 2022.
Bruce Morton is the son of Douglas Morton, who was a captain with the NS(NB)R
in WWII. The Morton family lived in Kings County, New Brunswick for over a
hundred years, primarily near Penobsquis. Doug’s father, Harry Morton, was part
owner of the general store Morton and Crothers in Sussex, and Doug’s
grandfather Samuel owned a farm at Mechanic Settlement. Bruce Morton, who is
retired, studies NS(NB)R history and has visited most of their World War II battle
sites.
~~~~~
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Piet Smink contacted us in October 2020 and made
available his life stories of the soldiers who died during
the liberation of Hoogland. They can now be found in the
Digital Monument on our website.
He explains: “I was born and raised in Hoogland, in my
working life I was secretary of the Vallei & Eem Water
Board for almost 30 years, then 7.5 years deputy of the
province of Utrecht, and then chairman of the Land
Development Committee Eemland for another 10 years. .
. I have been interested in the history of Hoogland all my
life. The Historical Circle Hoogland has published three of
my works in the Hoogland Historical Series, including the
book "75 Vrijheid Hoogland".
The local newspaper DE HOOGLANDER of May 14, 2019 reported a visit to
Hoogland on April 23, 2019 by a delegation from Huron County, Ontario, led by
Canadian historian Jim Ruthledge.
This delegation had come to Hoogland to see where their fellow townsman James
Jamieson had died on April 22, 1945. In addition, a photo was shown of the
graves of the four Canadian soldiers of the Carlton & York Regiment, who had
temporarily been buried at the Roman Catholic Churchyard De Langenoord.
With that photo, images came back to me that I had seen as a boy of about 9
years old when excavating, in early October 1945, the remains of these four
soldiers. Seeing that photo from April 1945 and the report in the newspaper I
wondered who those four soldiers were, where they came from and what jobs
they had. That's what I wanted to find out. For this I requested the War Diary of
the Carlton & York Regiment from the archives in Ottawa, and also the personal
files of the fallen soldiers. And that has led to the life stories of William James
Menni, Edmond Levesque, James Jamieson, Lawrence Howard Thompson and
Aurèle Zénon Berube.
Because the West Nova Scotia Regiment and the Royal 22nd Regiment were also
involved in the liberation of the municipality of Hoogland in April 1945, I also
requested the War Diaries of these regiments in Ottawa, with a number of
personal files. This revealed that a soldier of the West Nova Scotia Regiment had
also been killed in Hoogland on April 28, 1945: Francis Joseph Burke Fitzgerald.
Two soldiers of the Royal 22nd Regiment were also killed in Hoogland(erveen) on
April 23, 1945: Edgar Bisaillon and Théophile Roussel.
I also made a life story of these three soldiers on the basis of the archive
documents. I eventually managed to find a photo of all eight soldiers who fell in
the municipality of Hoogland, so that these Canadian soldiers also got a "face".
Writing the eight life stories has given me great satisfaction. These eight young
men gave their lives for the freedom of Hoogland and deserve a place in
Hoogland history and must not be forgotten. It is therefore very nice that the
Orange Committee Hoogland has placed a memorial plaque on the Memorial
Column at the Roman Catholic Churchyard De Langenoord in Hoogland of the six
Canadians who died in the centre of Hoogland.
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Finally, I (born in 1936) consciously experienced the evacuation to Edam in May
1940, and a number of images of the last three weeks of the war, when
Hoogland was in the front line, are also etched in my memory forever.”
~~~~~~

At the end of January, our treasurer and co-founder Adriaan van der Pol said
goodbye to the board. During the board meeting on January 22, the chairman,
Alice van Bekkum, presented him with the Faces To Graves coin with
accompanying certificate and a beautiful book. Adriaan, thank you for your many
years of dedication!!

Adriaan van der Poel is addressed by Alice van Bekkum

Fortunately, we found a new treasurer in good time: Jochen Rengers, who is
willing to take on this task, allowing Adriaan to hand over his work personally to
Jochen.

Jochen introduces himself:
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“As long as I can remember I have a strong
interest in history and more in specific in
Nijmegen during WWII and everything that
comes with it. Early on I was told the stories
about WWII from my grandparents who lived in
Nijmegen during that time and witnessed closely
all the war acts.
Meetings with veterans, some of whom stayed at
our home, and parents who were involved in
organizations and commemorations around
Market Garden, increased the interest even
more.
So when I was asked if I wanted to participate in
Faces To Graves based on my expertise, I didn’t
have to think about it for a long time to say yes!”
~~~~~

At the beginning of February we got a lovely surprise from Canada: a nice
donation of € 1500 from the Lallemand Company as Julie Allen explains;
In April 2021, we needed many volunteers to begin placing the photos for the
The Faces of Groesbeek event. I brought friends Thoby and Boukje de Ruyter to
help. Although they don’t have any connection to Canada or the armed forces,
Thoby had a business acquaintance in Montreal, Quebec. He was so moved by
seeing the many photos of those young Canadian men, that he vowed to try and
help up us raise money for the next batch of pictures to be made. He contacted
Lallemand and told them about his experience. Lallemand is a global leader in
the development, production and marketing of yeast, bacteria and specialty
ingredients. They are a family run business and listened to Thoby with great
interest. I tried to find out if there were any of their staff members who had
family here but that was not the case. Even so, they agreed to make a donation
and we are
extremely grateful
for their kindness.

Thoby and Boukje
de Ruyter placing
photos.

Photo by Julie Allen
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The commemoration of Operation Veritable, organized by the organization
'Groesbeek Airborne Friends', took place on 8 February. The Canadian
Ambassador Lisa Helfand gave a short speech, pupils from primary school ‘Op De
Heuvel’ from Groesbeek and a male choir from Heijen took part; afterwards
there was coffee. Local TV station Berg en Dal:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u0FLuWWEVUM

Jochen Rengers
and Alice van
Bekkum lay the
wreath for Faces
To Graves

Photo Henk Baron

We have been in contact with Johan Bekhuis from Kekerdom since the end of
2019, we have exchanged information and photos. Johan is working on a book
about the liberation of Kekerdom.
Johan received from Canada the book with descriptions of the Miramichi fallen
from WW1 and WW2, he got it from the cousin of Louis Walsh. After using it
himself, he donated this book to Faces To Graves after the memorial. This book
contains information from Gary Silliker and also from Bruce Morton, both of
whom have shared information with us before.

Johan Bekhuis hands
over the book to Alice
van Bekkum

Photo Henk Baron
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Afterwards, the Canadian Ambassador, together with Mayor Slinkman, unveiled a
commemorative panel at the Kaliwaal in Kekerdom, schoolchildren showed the
phos of the fallen Canadian soldiers.

The Canadian Defense Attaché Marc Lafortune on the right

- photo Henk Baron

TV station Berg en Dal: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4t4d9l4jcnc

~ 5th Anniversary Research Team ~
On March 5, we were able to get together again for the Research Team meeting,
but at an appropriate distance, and with a small
number of participants. Unfortunately without
Chairman Wim Poppenk who was absent, so Alice
van Bekkum, supported by Else Schaberg, did the
honours. This was a festive gathering as we were
celebrating the Research Team's 5th anniversary.

In a Power Point
presentation we
walked through the
history of Faces To
Graves together.

The history of Faces
To Graves –
presentation Alice van
Bekkum
- photo Gijs Krist
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After that, three researchers were also awarded: Liesbeth Huisman received the
Faces To Graves coin with certificate for writing 25 life stories and Sigrid Norde
and Gijs Krist received a new certificate because both have 50 stories to their
name.

Left to right Liesbeth Huisman, Sigrid Norde, Gijs Krist - photo Susanne Steegs

Terry Verduijn, who was our webmaster for 3
years, also received a Faces To Graves coin with
certificate at his home from Else Schaberg.

Video from local TV station Berg en Dal:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ueHYIBsT6Ek

Terry Verduijn - photo Else Schaberg
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A meeting was held on Monday 11
April at the Dutch Embassy in Ottawa.
School principal Ryan Larose,
teachers Vanessa Kirtz and Penny
Lessard of All Saints High School in
Kanata, and Kurt Johnson, along with
four students who wrote life stories
for Faces To Graves, were offered
lunch by Ambassador Mrs. Ines
Coppoolse, Military Attaché Lt. Col.
Ton Linssen and his assistant Wendy
Sewell. Vanessa and Penny worked
together to create a Garden of
Remembrance at the school.

Vanessa and Kurt were presented
with the Faces To Graves coin, with
accompanying certificate. Vanessa
had received this coin before for
her commitment to Faces To
Graves. She received a new
certificate for the 50th life story she
compiled with her students. Kurt
Johnson was surprised with the

Vanessa is presented with the certificate by the
Ambassador mrs. Coppoolse.
Photos courtesy Ton Linssen and Dutch Embassy

FTG coin and accompanying certificate that he
received for additional research and editing of these
life stories. (Because it took quite some time to send
and prepare, the counter now stands at more than
75 submitted stories!).
Kurt sent an email to express his gratitude for the award,
together with this photo.
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From left to right, front row: Celina Nguyen, Allyson Parangalan, Kurt Johnson, Penny
Lessard, Jonathan Soliman. Top: Wendy Sewell, Lieutenant Colonel Ton Linssen,
Ambassador Ines Coppoolse, Dimitri Kabemba, Vanessa Kirtz, Ryan Larose

The ambassador, also on behalf of Faces To Graves, had already sent a letter of
recommendation for Vanessa to the organization of the election for the Director
of Education Commendation Award. And with success for she was presented with
this award on May 3 in a special ceremony at Notre Dame Cathedral Basilica in
downtown Ottawa.

Lorne Richardson attended
this ceremony on behalf of
the president of Faces To
Graves Alice van Bekkum.

Photo: copy from page of the
booklet Lorne received
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One of the students, Jonathan Soliman wrote a beautiful letter as a
thank you:
“Before starting Canadian history class at All Saints High School, I
was not necessarily excited to learn about what has happened in
the past as with the little knowledge I had. I did not think it would
be interesting. This opinion changed as I started to learn more
about what has happened in the past that Canadians have
participated in.
Midway through my history class, Mrs. (Vanessa) Kirtz introduced a long-term
project that we will be working on. In the project, we would be doing research
about a soldier whom we were assigned and writing a life story about them.
Through this project, I learned about my soldier, Edward Strouglar, his life story,
and how he fought for his country until his demise.
After completing Mrs. Kirtz’s History class, I thought that I had finished Edward's
story, and as with many other classes, that my work on the soldier project was
complete. This all changed when I was informed that four of our history students
were invited to meet the Ambassador of the Kingdom of the Netherlands, Her
Excellency, Mrs. Ines Coppoolse. The students who attended the luncheon were
Allyson Parangalan, Celina Nguyen, Dimitri Kabemba and myself, Jonathan
Soliman.
It was a once-in-a-lifetime, amazing experience that I am so glad I took part in.
Mrs. Ines Coppoolse thanked us for our work with the soldier project and was
kind enough to get to know us and our stories. Accompanied by an absolutely
astonishing lunch, it was a truly astounding experience that I will reflect on for
the rest of my life. I would like to thank Ambassador Ines Coppoolse once again
for warmly inviting and accompanying us, all the staff at the embassy, as well as
Mrs. Kirtz who made this entire experience a possibility.
At the Ambassador’s luncheon, we also witnessed the presentations of
Certificates of Appreciation from the Faces To Graves Foundation to our teacher,
Mrs. Kirtz, and Kurt Johnson who is the editor/researcher for our project to
submit life stories on soldiers who are buried at the Groesbeek Canadian War
Cemetery in the Netherlands.”
Life story:
https://www.facestograves.nl/LifeStories/STROULGER%20Edward%20McBainASK-bio-EN.pdf
~~~~~~

On March 22, our current webmaster Marcel van der Meer posted the 1000th life
story on our website, 495 in Dutch and 505 in English. A milestone, Marcel has
now developed a program that can make this happen faster. Marcel, thank you
for your efforts!
~~~~~
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The National Remembrance Day on May 4 is held in Groesbeek at the Canadian
War Cemetery. Shortly before the start of the ceremony, we arranged to meet
Dennis Isfeld, the son of Private Einar Victor Isfeld of the Queen's Own
Highlanders of Canada, who had Ukrainian roots. He had come from Canada for
the unveiling of a monument on May 6 in the place where his father was killed:
Gendringen.

Gijs tells Dennis Isfeld that he wrote his father's life story

– photos Fred Hulsman, Faces To Graves

Gijs Krist, a member of the Research
Team, had compiled Dennis' father's life
story and printed it in book form, which
he was able to personally hand over to
Dennis. A moving moment!
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Gijs experienced it himself: “May 4, 2022 is a date that I will never forget, the
date has always been special to me. On this day, the National Remembrance
Day, we commemorate the many victims of war violence. But our son was also
born on this day, so the date has always meant something to me personally.
This year we also met Dennis Isfeld and his family. He had come to the
Netherlands to follow the tracks of his father Einar Victor Isfeld, who lies buried
here in Groesbeek.
Private Einar Isfeld died a month before the end of the war in Netterden, which
was then the municipality of Gendringen. Dennis would be present during the
May 4 ceremony. I wanted to hand over his father's life story that evening and of
course that would be great. Thanks to Gonny van Hal who completed the English
translation on time, this was also possible.
At home I had everything I wanted to say to Dennis in my head, but once I
arrived at the cemetery I was very nervous. It was my first meeting with a
soldier's relative whose life story I had composed, in this case even his son! It
touched me deeply. Dennis and his family also got emotional and when Dennis
hugged me to thank me, I clammed up. Couldn't say another word. I'm a big
guy, but I was away for a while and his father’s story was going through my
mind and what that must have meant for the family. He had to leave behind his
wife and son Dennis, who was then only two years old, in Canada. We must
never forget the soldiers anywhere in the world who made the greatest sacrifice
for our freedom. I am forever grateful to them and will always commit myself to
writing their stories. And the Isfeld family is in my heart, I will never forget
meeting them.”
Beautiful recordings of this meeting on local TV station Berg en Dal:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xhODZEdhO88
The life story of Private Einar Victor Isfeld is now in the Digital Monument on our
website: https://www.facestograves.nl/LifeStories/ISFELD%20Einar%20VictorGKT-bio-EN.pdf

photo Kim
Huvenaars
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After that, the cemetery slowly filled up with the participants of the ‘Silent Walk’,
who came walking from the town hall. A beautiful commemoration, in the
presence of Mayor Slinkman, the Canadian Ambassador Lisa Helfand, and the
Military Attaché of the Ukrainian Embassy.

Schoolchildren
present the wreath
to the Canadian
Ambassador

Photo Kim Huvenaars,
Faces To Graves

Dick Akerboom, vicepresident and Lot
Verhoeven lay the
wreath for Faces To
Graves.

Photo Fred Hulsman

Photo Kim Huvenaars
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Broadcast TV Station Berg en Dal:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gvzKbCH5N48

In Gendringen, Dennis Isfeld met an eyewitness of the moment that his father
was taken to the field hospital with serious injuries.

Photo: OWNV

More about the monument in Gendringen: https://www.ownv.nl/het-monumentgendringen-p7211-nl.html
~~~~~

The Research Team meeting on Saturday 14 May was well attended, and
volunteers from the editorial staff and translators were also invited.
At the end of the meeting in 'Het Balkon van Groesbeek', Wim Poppenk chairman
Research Team, and Alice van Bekkum coordinator research put two men in the
spotlight: Luc Ronde and Jos Dierick were taken by surprise with the
presentation of the Faces to Graves coin plus the accompanying certificate. Both
these volunteers are an important link in our organization, they work behind the
scenes and ensure that everything is running smoothly.

Article of the local broadcasting station Berg en Dal:
GROESBEEK - The Faces To Graves Foundation connects faces and stories with
the fallen soldiers who lie buried in the Canadian War Cemetery at the
Zevenheuvelenweg in Groesbeek. Many volunteers work on writing and
translating the life stories.
On Saturday 14 May, two volunteers were awarded a Faces To Graves coin and
accompanying certificate. That happened in the room of ‘Het balkon van
Groesbeek’. The volunteers were put in the spotlight by surprise. Both always
work behind the scenes, but are indispensable for the organization.
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Luc Ronde is a retired teacher of Dutch & Literature and is from Beuningen. He
has been active at Faces To Graves since November 2019. He edits the life
stories and has already processed 250 of them. In addition, he has translated 65
life stories, received from Canada into Dutch, when there were no stories to edit.
Jos Dierick, retired English teacher at Canisius College in Nijmegen, is from Elst.
He started working for the foundation in February 2020 and has by now done
250 translations, both Dutch-English and English-Dutch.
Earlier they introduced themselves in Newsletter No. 12, on pages 3 and 4:
https://www.facestograves.nl/nieuwsbrieven/NEWSLETTER%20No%2012%20Au
tumn%202021.pdf

Wim Poppenk

Jos Dierick

Luc Bode

Alice van Bekkum
– foto Gijs Krist

~~~~~

On September 24, the board of Faces To Graves wants to organise a day out for
the members of the Research Team and all volunteers involved. An interesting
program is being worked on.
Do you also think they deserved it? Then you can transfer your contribution into
our account stating 'day trip'.

IBAN: NL78 ABNA 0592 2443 93 in the name of ST FACES TO CANADIAN stating
'day trip'.
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Last year, two students from a grammar school in Leiden asked if they could
write a paper on the life of a Canadian soldier who died in the Second World War.
We phoned and emailed back and forth and the two girls - Yael ter Haar Romeny
and Demi Vis - set to work.
Last summer they came to Groesbeek and we visited the cemetery, they were
both visibly impressed. Especially from seeing so many graves and the age of the
soldiers, most of them only a few years older than they are!
They took a long time to write the paper, but in the end the result was a very
interesting article in which they extensively describe how Canada got involved in
the war and how the Canadian soldiers fought their way through Europe.
I was impressed to see how much they had read to come up with this paper and
it turned out to be a great piece of work!
Else Schaberg

Yael ter Haar Romeny, Leiden writes: “Last year my
friend and I reached out to Faces to Graves when
we were looking for help with a school project. Our
idea was to write the story of a soldier who was
killed in action during the second world war and
about who he was as a person outside of the War.
As two 16/17 year-olds, we found it quite difficult
to actually realise what we wanted to achieve. So,
that’s why I was glad to see the work of Faces to
Graves. I believe it’s important to give thought to
our country’s history and we should appreciate that
the freedom that we currently enjoy, is thanks to
the Canadian boys who fought for it.
2302 of these Canadians have found their final resting place at the Groesbeek
Canadian War Cemetery. These were 2302 lives, with each their own story.
Faces to Graves does the incredibly important work of keeping these stories
alive, for which I am extremely grateful. Now I have been through the process of
finding out one of those many stories, I can really say that it can be extremely
difficult. Not only finding the actual information can be difficult, in the end, many
years have passed since the end of the War.
But realising that the story I was working on belongs to someone who was in the
prime of his life. Many men who are buried at the Groesbeek Canadian War
Cemetery were not much older than I am now, which is a very saddening thing
to imagine. But, in spite of the difficulties one might face when looking for
someone’s life story, I do consider it vital that we do everything we can to keep
these stories alive. For me, this school project working with Faces to Graves was
an eye-opening experience which I will never forget. Keeping the memory of
these boys alive is the least we can do after they gave all they could give for us.
I feel even more strongly about this than before I started this school project.
Many thanks to Faces to Graves for everything they do!”
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photo Alice van Bekkum

If all relevant authorities give their approval, the
photo event The Faces of Groesbeek will take place
again next May. The target date for the opening is
Saturday, April 29. How long the photos can
remain in front of the graves depends on this
approval.

Since the last photo event, about 200 new photos
of soldiers have been received. We want to print
them on aluminum panels this year, due to the
rising price of raw materials. Therefore we have
started looking for sponsors.

If you want to contribute as well, you can make a
donation to:
IBAN: NL78 ABNA 0592 2443 93 in the name of ST
FACES TO CANADIAN quoting 'May 2023'.
Thank you very much in advance!
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Julie Allen has been sending out this newsletter since 2019 and it runs smoothly,
Julie thank you!
~~~~~
On our website we will publish a list with the names of all soldiers, of whom we
do not yet have a picture. We call on everyone to help give a face to all the
soldiers in the graves.
The list can be found:
https://www.facestograves.nl/assets/PDF/Missing_photos.pdf

~~~~~
Would you like to help us, or do you know someone who is interested. We are
still looking for:
- a board member/secretary from the Nijmegen region, to strengthen our board
- someone for support with marketing, PR and sponsoring
~~~~~

As you understand, our non-profit organization can only work on this project
thanks to your donations. We would like to say a big thank you to everyone who
has contributed! You will find the logos of all sponsors on the website.
Sometimes we receive donations for which we would like to personally thank
you! Unfortunately this is not possible if you do not leave a contact address.
That is why we would like to thank EVERYONE for their contributions in this way!

We wish you all a lovely summer.

Find us on
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